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R. HINDLEY

Abstract. An important theorem of the X/Mf-calculus which has not been

fully appreciated up to now is D. E. Schroer's finiteness theorem (1963),

which states that all reductions of residuals are finite.

The present paper gives a new proof of this theorem and extends it from

A/J-reduction to Aßij-reduction and reductions with certain extra operators

added, for example the pairing, iteration and recursion operators.

Combinatory weak reduction, with or without extra operators, is also

included.

1. Introduction. In their original proof of the Church-Rosser theorem in [2],

Church and Rosser proved, besides the main theorem, two other basic

lemmas. One of these is now widely known (well, known to X-calculus

enthusiasts anyway); it says that all complete reductions of the residuals of a

fixed set of redexes have the same end. This has been discussed by Curry and

Feys in [4] as property E, p. 113, and further investigated in [8], and there are

several independent proofs of it in the literature.

But the other lemma has been almost completely ignored. It says that no

reduction of the residuals of a set of redexes can be infinitely long. Though

Church and Rosser only proved this for the restricted system called nowadays

AT/9-reduction, D. E. Schroer later carried out the (definitely nontrivial)

extension of this result to the full X/5-system, in his thesis [12, Theorem 6.20].'

Unfortunately Schroer's thesis has not been published yet, and I think many

people still regard the finiteness property (if they remember it at all) merely as

a peculiarity of the restricted XT-calculus.

In fact the property is much more than that. All the proofs of the

Church-Rosser theorem for X-calculi, slick or clumsy, turn out to be based on

reductions of residuals, and the finiteness property is one of the two main

underlying facts which make all such proofs work. (The other one is of course

what Curry and Newman call 'Property D\ the Church-Rosser property for

one-step reductions; see Lemma 2 below.)2
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Also, the finiteness property has turned out to be needed in Curry and

Feys' proof of the standardization theorem for Â/î-reduction [4, pp. 140-142],

though this need does not seem to have been noticed in [4]. This point will be

amplified in [9].

The present paper will give a proof of the finiteness of reductions of

residuals for AÄjß-reduction, based on the method of Church and Rosser's

original A/-proof. (Reductions of residuals will be called developments,

following Schroer.) The proof will then be extended to ßn-reduction,

combinatory weak reduction, and reductions generated by the recursion

operator and other similar operators.

Schroer's original proof was different from the one below. (In fact the

proof below was made having forgotten the fact that Schroer's already

existed, though I had seen Schroer's proof some years before.) Schroer's was

carried out in an abstract setting which includes combinatory and \ß-

reductions, and probably includes the recursion and similar operators to be

described below, but not /?r/-reduction (though I have not checked this in

detail).

Besides Schroer's proof and the one below, there is a nice proof by J. M. E.

Hyland, in his manuscript [11], 1973. His is a proof for A/?-reduction, and it

proceeds by assigning indices to sets a of redexes in such a way that

contracting any member £ of a reduces the index of a, with respect to a

certain well-ordering. (I.e. the index of the set a/£ of residuals is less than

that of a.) Hyland then uses the finiteness property to deduce property E and

hence the Church-Rosser theorem. (In contrast, Schroer's proof and the one

in the present paper both depend on having proved E beforehand.)

The only other proof of the finiteness property that I know of at present is

a very neat one in a manuscript by Barendregt, Bergstra, Klop and Volken [1,

pp. 14ff., 20ff.]. This proof also uses indices, but the indexing-map is simpler

than Hyland's, the indices are just positive integers, and the proof covers

/?rj-reduction as well as ß. It also covers extra reduction-rules M -+ Q where

M is any unsolvable closed term and Q is one fixed unsolvable term, for

example

(Xx ' xx)(Xx • xx).

Like Hyland's, this proof does not depend on knowing property E before-

hand.

The present paper was begun during a visit in 1975 to the Pennsylvania

State University, whom I wish to thank for their very kind hospitality and

financial support. I am also grateful to H. B. Curry for very helpful

discussions and advice, leading to the present proof. Finally I thank the

referee for suggesting some improvements in the paper's exposition.
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2. Notation and basic lemmas. The reader is assumed to know already about

A-calculi, combinators and the basic notation of [4] or [10]. This paper will

use the same notation, except that identity of terms will be denoted by '='

not '=', and reducibility will be denoted by '>' (one step) or '»' (several

steps, possibly none). Changes of bound variables will be ignored throughout.

The usual type-restrictions may be included in the systems if desired; none

of the results below will be affected.

Recall that the basic axioms for X-reduction are

(ß) (Xx-M)N>[N/x]M;

(tj) Xx • Mx > M   (if x is not free in M ).

In this paper the word 'axiom' will mean a particular instance of (/?) or (tj),

for particular M, N, x.

As usual, a redex (ß- or t/-) will be the left-hand side of an axiom, and its

contractum will be its corresponding right-hand side. However, in future the

word 'redex' will almost always mean a particular occurrence of a redex in a

term; for example 'all redexes in X' will mean 'all the occurrences of redexes

in*'.

To distinguish different occurrences of a redex in a term X, one can

associate with each occurrence an index called a position. This is done in

detail in [8] at the start of §6. The only properties of positions we shall need

here are that if U occurs in X, then contracting a redex that does not overlap

U will leave the position of U unchanged, and contracting a redex inside U

will also not change the position of U (though it will change U itself, of

course). These properties are stated more fully in [8, §6, Lei-ma 0].

A contraction in a term X is the act of replacing one occurrence of one

redex in X by its contractum. A reduction is a finite or infinite sequence of

successive contractions.

The residuals of one redex when another is contracted are defined as usual

(see [4, §4B] or [8, §§6 and 9] for details). The aim of the definition is to get

Property D, namely that if £, tj are redexes in a term X, then contracting £ and

afterwards reducing all the residuals of tj will produce the same result as

contracting t/ and afterwards reducing the residuals of £; and this aim

determines the definition almost uniquely.

Two redexes £, tj in a term X will be called too close together iff one

contains the other and the pair has one of the following two forms: either

(Xx • Mx)N,      Xx • Mx

or

(Xx • (Xy • M)x),       (Xy • M)x.

A set of redexes in a term X will be called well-separated iff no two of its
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members are too close together. Note that if £ is too close to tj and one of

them is contracted, then the other has no residual; and contracting one

produces the same result as contracting the other.

A set of (occurrences of) redexes which are all in the same term A will be

called coinitial (because when contractions are pictured as directed Unes and

terms as points, coinitial contractions are a bundle of lines starting at the

same point). A development of a coinitial set a is a reduction whose

contractions are residuals of the set; it is a complete development (CD) of a iff

no residuals of a occur in its end-term. A minimal complete development

(MCD) is a CD whose each contraction is a minimal residual of a.

The following notation will also be used:

A, B,..., X, Y,Z: Terms or occurrences of terms.

£> V> Ç' (Occurrences of) redexes.

P,o,t: Reductions, finite or infinite.

a, ß: Coinitial sets of redexes.

£/r/: The set of all the residuals of £ when tj is contracted.

i/p: The set of all residuals of £ in the end-term of p.

a/p: The union of all £/p, for all £ in a.

£//r/: Any MCD of the set £/n.
p + o: p followed by o (defined iff p is finite and ends at the start of o).

Finally, if p, o are two reductions, p is weakly equivalent to o (p = o) will

mean that p, o are both finite, and p has the same start and end as o. Then p

is strongly equivalent to o (ps o) will mean that p is weakly equivalent to o

and also for every redex £ coinitial with p and o we have

Lemma 1. Every set of coinitial redexes has a complete development, in fact

an MCD.

Proof. All terms are finite, so every coinitial set is finite; and contracting a

minimal redex in a set reduces the number of residuals.

Lemma 2. The one-step Church-Rosser property (property D mentioned

above) holds, namely

(D) ¿ + t)/A~¿/A-

Proof. Check through the cases in the definition of residuals. (J4, §4B].)

Lemma 3. For ß-reduction and t\-reduction (but not for ß-n.-reduction) Curry's

strong form of D holds, namely

(D+) £ + r///|~T, + |//T,;

also a strong form of Curry's property E holds, namely
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(E+)        for all coinitial sets a, all CDs of a are strongly equivalent.

Proof. See [4, §4]. Note that D+ is a special case of E+.

Lemma 4. For ßt\-reduction: if a is well-separated and p is any finite

reduction coinitial with a, then the set a/p of residuals will be well-separated.

Proof. See [8, §9, Lemma 31

Lemma 5. For ßr]-reduction: property E+ holds for all well-separated sets,

namely all CDs of a well-separated set are strongly equivalent. As a special

case, D+ above holds for well-separated pairs |, tj.

Proof. See [8, §9, Lemma 4] and following.

Lemma 6. ^Aiy set S of coinitial reductions whose lengths are all less than a

number p must be finite.

Proof. This lemma depends on no special properties of reductions at all,

except that all terms are finite. It follows immediately from König's lemma

that a finitely branching infinite tree must have at least one infinite linear

branch. But the direct proof below by induction onp is more finitary.

If p = 1, then the only member of S is 0, the empty reduction.

If p > 1, then each nonempty member p of S must have form p' + ¿, where

p' has less thanp — 1 contractions and £ is a single contraction. Let S ' be the

set of all p', for all nonempty p in S. Then S' is finite, by the induction-

hypothesis. Let o„ ..., an be the members of S' and let Yx,.. .,Y„ be their

end-terms. In each Y¡ there can only be a finite number ac, of occurrences of

redexes, so S can only have kx + k2 + • • • + k„ members.

3. The finiteness theorem for pure X/?rj-reduction.

Theorem 1. For Xß-q-reduction, with or without type-restrictions, all de-

velopments are finite.

Remark 1. As mentioned earlier, the /5-case has already been proved by D.

E. Schroer in his thesis [12].
Remark 2. If X is any term and p is any development of a set a of redexes

in X, then p is a development of the set [X] of all the redexes in X. Theorem 1

will be proved by defining a number p (X) by induction on X and showing

that all finite developments of [X] have less than or equal top(X) steps (i.e.

contractions). This implies that no infinite developments of [X] exist, because

any infinite development would have a finite initial segment with more than

p(X) steps.

A more direct proof, avoiding the rather messy construction of p(X), can

be given by showing that if p is any infinite development of [X], then some of
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the steps of p must form an infinite development of some proper part of A.

The theorem would then follow by induction on A, the basis being trivial. But

picking out the proper part of A, and its infinite development in p, needs a

weak version of the axiom of choice (as pointed out by Schroer in his thesis),

or else König's lemma (compare the proof of Lemma 6 above). Using p (A)

avoids this 'nonfinitary' argument.

Proof for /?-reduction. To show the main lines of the proof clearly, I

shall deal first with /^-reduction, and leave n-reduction till later.

For each A a number p(A) will be defined such that all developments of

[A] have < p(A) steps. No attempt will be made to find the smallest possible

p(A); such an attempt might be interesting, but it would complicate the

present account too much.

Basis. X is an atom. The only development of [A] is the empty reduction.

Define p (A) = 0.

Induction-case 1. A = Xx • A,. Then all members of [A] are in A,. Define

p(A) = p(A,).
Induction-case 2. A = A,A2 but A is not a redex. Define p(A) = p(A,) +

p(X2).
Induction-case 3. X = (Xx • M)N. By change of bound variables, we can

assume that no variable is both free and bound in A or any part of A. Now

by the induction-hypothesis there exist numbers p(M) and p(N) bounding

the lengths of all finite developments of [M] and [N] respectively. Hence, by

Lemma 6, there can only be a finite number of different developments of [M]

and of [N]. Let Mx,..., Mt be all the terms to which M reduces by (not

necessarily complete) developments of [M], and for each / let q, be the

number of free occurrences of x in M¡. Then define

(1) q' = max{l,qx,...,q,),

(2) p(X) = (l + q''p(N))-(l+P(M)).

We must now prove that all finite developments of [A] have length less than

or equal to this p (A).
A development in which A itself is not contracted cannot have more than

p(M) + p(N) steps, which is less than thep(A) above.

Now let us consider a development in which A is contracted. Such a

development must have form

X = (Xx-M)N

^>(Xx-M')N'   by developments of [M],[N],

>[N'/x]M'

»y.

If no residuals of [M] are contracted in the part of (3) below [N'/x]M\
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then that part of (3) consists of parallel nonoverlapping reductions, one in

each substituted occurrence of N'. Each of these reductions, when preceded

by the reduction TV » N', will form a development of [TV]. There are q of

these parallel reductions, where q is the number of free occurrences of x in

AT. Hence the whole length of (3) must be less than or equal to

(4) p(M)+ 1 +p(N)-max{q, 1}.

Since q < q' and 1 < q', this is less than or equal to (2).

Now suppose that at least one [A/]-residual is contracted in the reduction

below [N'/x]M' in (3). In what follows, this [M]-contraction will be moved

up the reduction, to produce a development with one less [A/]-contraction

below [N'/x]Mf. Then repeating this moving-up process for the other [M]-

contractions in the bottom part of (3) will give us a development of [X] with

no [Af]-con tractions below [N'/x]M', which we have already seen to have

length at most (4). The length of the original reduction will then be compared

with the length of the new reduction.

If an [Af]-contraction occurs below [N'/x]M\ the given development (3)

must have the following form (see the unbroken lines in Figure 1):

X = (Xx-M)N

» (Xx • M')N'

>[N'/x]M'   by the residual of X,

» F   by reductions in TV' — s,

> W   by a residual, f, of [ AT],

» y.

X= (Xx.M)N

Oac.M,)N'

(Xx.K*)N' [H'/xlM1

(5)

[N'/x]K*

Figure 1

The redex fin F is a residual of some redex £ in M, so £ must be a residual

of some £' in M' which is a residual of £ in AT. Note that £' can only have one
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residual in V, because the reduction from [N'/x]M' to V takes place inside

the substituted occurrences of N', and these N' will be either inside [N'/x]!-'

or nonoverlapping with it.

Now replace the given reduction (5) by the following one (see the broken

lines in Figure 1):

A = (Xx • M)N

» (Xx • M')N'   same as in (5),

/•gx > (Xx ' M*)N'   by contracting £',

>[ N'/x] M*   by the residual of A,

» If   by a reduction defined below,

» Y same as (5).

The new reduction from [N'/x]M* to W is constructed as follows

(essentially the same as in the proof of Curry and Feys [4, p. 113, Theorem 5],

sometimes called the 'lemma of parallel moves'). In [N'/x]M' the residuals

of [N] form a set ß, each member lying in a substituted N'; the given

reduction from [N'/x]M' to W in (5) has form

(7) [N'/x]M' = V0 > Vx > ■ ■ ■ > Vm = V > W,
where V¡ > Vi+X is the contraction of a residual tj, of ß, and V > If is the

contraction of the one and only residual of [N'/x]g in V. Now each V,

contains exactly one residual £, of [N'/x]^,'; let Z¡ he the result of contracting

this £ (see the unbroken lines in Figure 2). By Lemma 2 (i.e. property D)

applied to the redexes £, and r/, in V¡, we have

Z,»Zi+x
by a complete development of the residuals r/,/^ in Z, (see the broken lines in

Figure 2). Hence we have a reduction

(8) [ N'/x]M* = Z0 » Z, » • • • » Zm = W,
and each step of this reduction is a contraction in a substituted N' in

[N'/x]M*. This is the reduction required for (6).
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Now (8) is a development of the residuals of [TV] in [N'/x]M*. To see this,

first note that by Lemma 3 (property D+) applied to the redexes (Xx • M')N'

and £' (see Figure 1), the residuals of [AT] and [TV] in [TV'/x]A7* are the same

with respect to both the reductions

(9) X » (Xx • M')N' >[N'/x]M' >[TV'/x]AT*,

(10) X » (Xx • M')N' > (Xx • M*)N' >[N'/x]M*.

Hence in [TV'/x]A7* (see Figure 2), the residuals rj0/£0, which are residual? of

[TV], are also residuals of [TV] with respect to the new reduction (10); so the

new reduction from X to Z, is a development of [X],

Next, applying Lemma 3 (property D+) to £0 and rj0 in V0, then to £, and rj,

in Vx, and so on, shows us that for each i the residuals of rj, in Z, are residuals

of [TV] also with respect to the new reduction to Z¡. Hence the whole new

reduction (8) is a development of the residuals of [TV].

Furthermore, by the same argument, the residuals of [X] in W at the end of

(8) are the same as the [A^-residuals in W after the original reduction in (5).

Hence the new reduction (6) is a development of [X].

Thus we have replaced (5) by a new development (6) with one less

[A/]-contraction below [N'/x]M'. Repeating the above replacement-process

again and again will eventually give us a development with no [Af]-steps

below [N'/x]M'. In fact, we must reach such a reduction after at mostp(AT)

applications of the replacement-process, because each time the process is

used, it adds one extra step to the given development AT -» M' at the start of

(5).
Now, how do the lengths of (5) and (6) compare? Both reductions have the

same number of [AT]-steps. But for [TV]-steps, (5) has

(11) [TV'/x]AT* = V0 > Vx > • • • > Vm = V,

whereas (6) has (see Figure 2)

(12) [TV'/x]AT* = Z0 » Z, » • • • » Zm = W.

Each step in (11) is in a substituted occurrence of TV', and is part of a

development of [TV]. The number of substituted TV's is the number, q, of free

x's in AT'. Hence we have

lengthof(U)    <q-p(N)    < q-p(N) + length of (12),

independently of the length of (12). Therefore

length of (5)   < q ■ p (TV ) + length of (6)    < q' ■ p (TV ) + length of (6),

where q' was defined by (1).

Since the replacement of (5) by (6) can be repeated at most p (AT) times, we

get

length of (5) < p(M) • q' -p(N) + A,
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where h is the maximum possible length of a development with no [M]-

contractions in it below [N'/x]M'. By the line above (4),

h < p(M) + 1 +p(N)-q'.

Hence the length of (5) must be less than or equal to

(l + q'-P(N))-(P(M) + l),

which is thep(A) defined in (2). This proves the theorem in the A/?-case.

Proof for /^-reduction. To prove Theorem 1 for /în-reduction we

modify the /?-proof as follows.

Induction-case 1. A = Ajc • A,. If all the members of [A] are in A„ define

p(A) = p (A,) just as in the ß-proof. But now there is the possibility that A is

an Tj-redex,

A = Xx • Mx.

In this case define p (A) = 1 + p(Mx).

Any development of [A] which involves the residual of A must have form

A = Xx ■ Mx

» Xx • M'x   by a reduction in M

> M'   by r/-contraction

» Y.

Now it might be that Mx is a redex; but if it is, it must be a /?-redex, and any

contraction of Mx or its residual would leave Xx • Mx without any residual.

So in the above reduction, since Xx ■ Mx is contracted, Mx cannot be

contracted before the stage Xx • M'x. And it cannot be contracted after that

stage either, because in M' it has no residual.

In the above reduction the steps M » M' » Y form a development of M,

so the total length is less than or equal to 1 + p(M). Now by the various

cases of the definition of p, we havep(M) < p(Mx), so 1 + p(M) < p(X),

as required. This completes Induction-case 1.

Induction-case 2. A = (Xx • M)N. Define p(A) by (2), just as in the

¿S-proof.

Any development in which A itself is not contracted must have length at

most p (Ax • M) + p(N), which is less than or equal to (2) because p(Xx • M)

< 1 + p(M).
Now consider a development in which A is contracted. If Xx • M is an

Tj-redex, its residual cannot be contracted in this development, because

contracting either of (\x • M)N, Xx • M, destroys the residual of the other.

Hence the development has the form (3), just as before, and can be replaced

by (6) just as before.

The proof that (6) is a development of [A] is just like the /?-proof, except
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that where that proof used Lemma 3 (i.e. property D+), the present proof

must use Lemma 5 instead.

Lemma 5 requires that its £ and rj be well-separated. In the first place

where Lemma 5 is needed, namely in Figure 2 for the redexes

(Xx-M')N',       £',

this condition is satisfied because £' is part of AT'.

The separation condition is also satisfied in the later applications of the

lemma, namely to the pairs £„ rj, in V¡ (i = 0,..., m — 1). To see this, note

that £ is a residual of [TV'/x]£' in [TV'/x]AT', and tj, is a residual of a redex in

a substituted TV'. The redex £' must have one of the forms

Xz-Uxz,      (Xz-Ux)U2.

Substituting TV' into £' will put occurrences of TV' into Ux and U2, and hence

tj, will be in some term Uf to which [N'/x]Uj reduces, for/ = 1 or 2. And £,-

will have one of the forms

Xz-U{z,      (Xz-U[)Ui.

So tj, cannot be too close to £,-.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Combinatory weak reductions. The basic notation for combinatory terms

may be found in [4, Chapter 5] or [10, Chapter 2]. Combinatory weak

reduction, using the atomic combinators S and K, is defined by the axioms

SATZ >XZ(YZ),      KXY> X.

These will be regarded here as an infinity of axioms, generated from two

axiom-schemes

Svxv2v3 > 15,03(0203),       Ku,t>2 > vx,

by substituting particular terms for the variables vx, v2, v3. These variables

will be called meta-variables to emphasize their special purpose.

The definitions of 'redex', 'residual', etc. for combinatory weak reduction

are similar to those for X-reduction. And Lemmas 1-3 and 6 can easily be

proved for combinators. (See [8, §§6 and 9].)

Theorem 2. For combinatory weak reduction, with or without type-

restrictions, all developments are finite.

Proof. One way is to follow the X-proof. Another way is to deduce

Theorem 2 as a special case of Theorem 3(i) in the next section. (See the

proof of Theorem 3(h).)

Remark. Both the above proofs would still be valid for any other choice of

the basic combinators; in fact, for any other set of operators satisfying

(D1HD7) below.
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5. Reductions with extra operators. Often when a A- or combinatory system

is used in the literature, extra operators are included in the definition of

reduction. For example, when representing the primitive recursive functions

of finite type in a typed A-system with zero and successor adjoined as atoms

(cf. [10, Chapter 11]), one needs to adjoin recursion operators R as new

atoms, with axioms of the form

RUxU20> Ux,

'*3* RUxU2(<m)> U2n(RUxU2n).

(Here 0 and a are the atomic constants for zero and successor, and n is n <r's

applied to 0 in the usual way.)

It is natural to ask whether the finiteness theorem and other basic

reduction-theorems hold for this modified reduction.

For typed terms and the recursion-operators the answer is very strong; all

reductions, not only developments, are finite. But to prove this needs

transfinite induction, and it is still interesting to ask for a proof for develop-

ments which only need co-induction.

For terms not restricted by types, one can still adjoin a recursion operator

or other similar operators and ask whether the finiteness theorem remains

true. In fact it does, as we shall see below. And the class of operators which

may be added is rather wide.

In what follows I shall assume that a finite or infinite sequence ax,a2,...

of new atomic constants (not necessarily all distinct) has been added to the

definition of 'A-term' or 'combinatory term'. Each a¡ is assumed to have an

associated axiom-scheme of the form

(a) atMn • • • Mini > N,

where the Af's and N are terms which may contain, besides variables and a's

and other constants, extra atoms vx, v2,..., v^ called meta-variables. The

result of substituting for these meta-variables terms t/„ ..., U^ not

containing meta-variables, will be called an axiom. Hence each axiom has

form

(14) atM{i •"M¡k> N¡,

where A' = [Ux/vx]... [UK/vk)X for all A.
In a type-restricted system, (14) is only called an axiom when the i/'s are

such that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (14) are well-typed.

Example 1. The recursion operator, R, when adjoined to untyped terms, has

the axiom-schemes

,   s RüiüjO > V\,
(15) ' 2 '

Rü,ü2(on) > u2n(Rt>,u2n),
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where 0, a and n are as in (13). To make these schemes fit the form (a), we

must consider them as an infinite sequence of axiom-schemes, one for each

ai > 0, and take

a\ — a2 = ' ' ' = R-

In a type-restricted system one would not adjoin one R but an infinity of R's,

each with a different type. All these R's can still be regarded as a sequence

ax, a2,... with an infinity of repetitions.

Example 2. 77ie? iterator, Z, when adjoined to untyped terms, has an infinity

of axioms, one for each ai > 0, thus:

(16) Zn > Xxy • x(x( • • • (xy) • • • )),

where there are ai x's applied to the y on the right (For combinatory terms

'Xxy' means '[x,y]' as defined by any of the usual algorithms, for example

[10, p. 18, Definition 2.10].) These Z-axioms can be viewed as special cases of

(a) in which no meta-variables occur, the axioms being the same as the

axiom-schemes. To do this, we would take

ax = a2 = • • • = Z.

In a type-restricted system one would adjoin not one Z but an infinity of Z's,

each with a different type and its own infinite sequence of axioms, which can

still be regarded as special cases of (a).

Example 3. Curry's generalized S-conversions, of [4, p. 93], are axioms with

the form

(17) ûAT, • • • ATn > TV,

such that

(i) the AT's contain no free variables and no redexes of any kind;

(ii) no term can be the left-hand side of two axioms (17);

(iii) for no Ac < ai is aAfi ... Mk a redex of any kind;

(iv) TV contains no free variables.

Curry's conditions say in effect that no ô-redex contains another redex as a

proper part. (Here redex means the left-hand term of an axiom.) The

conditions are satisfied by Church's 5-conversion [4, p. 94], and by the

Z-axioms above. But they are not satisfied by the R-axioms, because in (13)

the i/'s could contain other redexes. Any axioms (17) can be regarded as a

special kind of axiom-schemes (a) in which no meta-variables occur, just as

with Z above.

Example 4. The fixed-point operator, Y. When terms are not restricted by

types, Y is definable. But in a typed system, if we want Y we must adjoin it as

a new atom, with its own axiom-scheme. Or, more precisely, we must adjoin a

new atom YT for each type r (and give it the type ((t -> t) -> t), in an obvious

notation), and postulate
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(18) YTt>, > vx(YTvx).

These axiom-schemes can be regarded as special cases of (a). (Note inciden-

tally that reduction with (18) does not have the property that all reductions

are finite, in contrast to the typed versions of R and Z.)

Instead of YT, we could adjoin for each constant term A a separate atom

Yy, a fixed point ofX, with the axiom

(19) Y* > AY*.

These axioms also can be regarded as special cases of (a).

General notation. The left-hand side of an (a)-atom (14) will be called

an (a)-redex or arredex, and the corresponding right-hand side its contrac-

turn. Other notation will be the same as in §2, but referring now to reduction

defined by adding (a)-schemes to the A- or combinatory schemes. But

residuals cannot be defined without the assumptions below.

Assumptions. All axiom-schemes (a) to be discussed in future will be

assumed to satisfy conditions (D1)-(D7) below. These conditions have been

motivated and discussed in [7, §8] and [8, §6]; their main purpose is to ensure

that

(i) contracting an (a)-redex does not violate any type-restrictions which

may be in the system,

(ii) each redex has a unique contractum,

(iii) contracting a small redex inside a larger one leaves the larger one still a

redex,

(iv) residuals are definable in such a way that Property D (Lemma 2) holds.

Conditions (D1)-(D7) will easily be seen to be satisfied by R, Z, YT, Y*,

and any generalized ô-conversions satisfying the conditions of Example 3.

(Dl) If type-restrictions are present, contracting an (a)-redex in a term does

not change the term's type.

(D2) A redex cannot be an instance of the left side of two (d)-schemes.

(D3) Each meta-variable in N¡ on the right of (a) also occurs on the left of

(a).

(D4) No meta-variable occurs twice on the left side of (a).

(D5) If an ak-redex P is a proper part of an arredex Q, then P is in one of

the U's that were substituted for the meta-variables.

(D6) No meta-variable occurs in function-position in the left side of (a), and

(in \-systems): no ß-redex occurs in the left side of (a); (in combinatory

systems): no combinatory redex occurs in the left side of (a) and no a¡ is an

atomic combinator.

(D7) (X-systems only): No scheme (a) contains free variables (other than

meta-variables), and if (a) contains a part Xx ■ Y, then Y contains no meta-

variables and (a) stays valid after changes of bound variables.
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In (D6), 'function position' means the position of the o in a component

with form (vX). In (D7), 'stays valid after changes of bound variables' means

that if P' > Q' results from changing bound variables (a-conversion) in an

(a)-axiom-scheme P > Q, then 7" > Q' has also been included in the list of

(a)-axiom-schemes. Any set of schemes satisfying all the conditions except

this one clause can obviously be made to satisfy this too by adding an infinite

number of 'copies' of the schemes already in it.

If Tj-contractions are not involved, (Dl)-(DT) are enough to ensure that

redexes do not 'interfere' with each other ((hi) above), without any more

assumptions being needed. (See [7, §8], and [8, §6].) But when rj-contractions

are present, the following two extra conditions will be assumed (see the start

of [8, §9], or [7, §9, p. 15], for details):

(D8) 7ai the left side of (a), the last argument Mint is not a single meta-

variable.

(D9) No My in (a) contains an t\-redex.

These two conditions are obviously satisfied by R and Z and the fixed-

points Y^. But they are not satisfied by the other operators YT. I do not know

if this failure of (D8)-(D9) leads to a failure of the finiteness theorem for

/}-rj-YT-reduction, but it does make other desirable theorems fail. For

instance, a counterexample to the Church-Rosser theorem is

(20) YT <, Xx • YTx > Xx • x(YTx).

(In contrast, this theorem does not fail for the fixed-points Yx, since it is a

consequence of (Dl) - (D9).) It is also interesting that if the R-schemes were

only slightly modified from (15), then (D8)-(D9) and the Church-Rosser

theorem would fail. (See [7, §9, p. 15].)

Lemmas 1 to 6 extended. Assuming (D1)-(D7), and also (D8)-(D9) when

Tj-redexes are present, one can define residuals in a fairly obvious way. The

details are in [8, §§6 and 9]. Well-separatedness is defined exactly as before; in

particular, (a)-redexes are always well-separated from all others. Then

Lemmas 1 to 6 all hold. In fact, Lemma 1 is obvious, Lemma 2 is proved by

checking the definition of residuals in [8, §§6 and 9], Lemma 3 is the main

result of [8, §6], Lemma 4 is [8, §9, Lemma 3], Lemma 5 is proved in [8, §9,

Lemma 4] and following; Lemma 6 is obvious.

Theorem 3. All developments are finite, in the following systems, with or

without type-restrictions:

(i) Xß-reduction modified by (a)-schemes satisfying (D1)-(D7);

(ii)   combinatory   weak   reduction   modified   by   (a)-schemes   satisfying

(D1MD7);
(iii) Xß-n-reduction modified by (a)-schemes satisfying (D1)-(D9).

Proof of part (i). The proof is the same as for pure /^-reduction, modified
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as follows. Recall that the aim of the proof is to define, by induction on an

arbitrary term A, a number p(A) such that all finite developments of the

redexes in A have < p(A) contractions.

Basis. A is an atom. If A is not a redex, define p (A) = 0, as before. If A is

an a, which is itself a redex, define p (A) = 1.

New induction-case 4. A is an (a)-redex. Suppose that aM, ' - • M„> N is

an axiom-scheme, and

X=[Ux/vx]---[Uk/vk]M.

Then the redexes in A are A itself together with redexes in the substituted

occurrences of Ux,..., Uk. By (D4), there is only one such occurrence of

each Uj in A. But there may be more in the contractum, depending on how

many times each o, occurs in N. Let mj be the number of occurrences of v¡ in

N, and define

mj = max{m,, 1},

p(A) = 1 + m\ -p(Ux) + m'2-p(U2) + • • • + m'k-p(Uk).

Now consider any finite development of the redexes in A. If A itself is not

contracted, the development will take place entirely inside the substituted

Ux,..., Uk in A, and so its length will be less than or equal to

/>(£/«) + ••• +p(uk),

which is less than or equal top(A).

On the other hand, if A is contracted then the development must have form

X=[Ux/vx]---[Uk/vk](aMx-..Mn)

»[Ut/vx]"-[Ut/vk](aMx---Mn)

>[Ut/vx]-'-[Uk*/vk]N

» • • • .

The last part of the development will consist of reductions inside substituted

occurrences of Ux*,..., 11%. Each Uf will have m, such occurrences, and

each occurrence may be reduced. Consider any one of these reductions:

together with the reduction from U} to UJ, it will form a development of [Uj\:

i£ > £$* » • • • .

By the induction-hypothesis the length of this development cannot be more

thanp(i^). Hence the total number of steps in the given development of [A]

cannot be more than

l + i»; ./>(£;,) + ••• +m'k-p(uk),

which isp(A).

Proof of part (ii). The combinatory terms can be regarded as A-terms

containing no A's, and S and K and ax, a2,... can be considered as new
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atoms added to the X/3-calculus. If ax, a2,... satisfy (D1)-(D7) with respect

to S and K, then S, K, ax, a2,... can easily be seen to satisfy (D1)-(D7) with

respect to X/3-reduction. Hence part (ii) is a special case of (i).

Proof of part (hi). The proof is the same as for pure /îrj-reduction, but

with the extra basis and induction cases given above for (i).
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